
Fallout Frank: Ashley Douglas James Side 1

  INT.    RESTAURANT                            -    NIGHT

          A main course is being served at a very nice restaurant. 
          Ashley sits with DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS who is the perspective
          buyer of the property.  A third seat is unoccupied.

                              ASHLEY
                    Well, I'm sure my client has been a
                    little delayed.  He'll be along
                    shortly.

                              DOUGLAS
                    I'm sure.  I've been waiting a long
                    time to buy this property.  I can
                    give your client a little more
                    time.

          James walks in.  He's obviously disturbed.

                              ASHLEY
                    Oh James, Take a seat.

          James slips into the seat.

                              ASHLEY
                    This is Douglas Fairbanks, He's
                    interested in purchasing the
                    factory.

                              DOUGLAS
                    I've had my eye on it for a while. 
                    That crazy trust kept that thing
                    off the market for so damn long I
                    was wondering when it would end.

                              JAMES
                    Yeah, so was I.

                              ASHLEY
                    Everything Okay?

                              JAMES
                    Ah...I guess so.

                              DOUGLAS
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                    Something wrong.

                              ASHLEY
                    We had a little bit of an encounter
                    with the former caretaker of the
                    factory.

                              DOUGLAS
                    You mean Crazy Charlie?  Yeah, what
                    a character.  He got a nice job
                    doing nothing but collecting a
                    check for all those years.  Then
                    got into some accident.

                              JAMES
                    He's....dead.

                              DOUGLAS
                    Who?

                              JAMES
                    Charlie.

                              DOUGLAS
                    Yeah, a while ago.

                              JAMES
                    No, tonight.  He died tonight.

                              ASHLEY
                         (shocked)
                    Um, anyway.  Douglas is interested
                    in developing the property into
                    something the community can use.

                              DOUGLAS
                    I was thinking something light
                    industrial or even branching out
                    into the tech business.  Some of
                    these old buildings are great for
                    being turned into a computer
                    company or even call center.  And
                    since it's zoned for heavy
                    industry, it shouldn't be hard to
                    do that.
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          James stays silent.  Ashley cuts in.

                              ASHLEY
                    So, what's the offer.

                              DOUGLAS
                    Well, I'm thinking $750,000. 
                    That's if the place is up to code. 
                    I'll have to send an inspector in
                    there to check it out.

                              ASHLEY
                    Sure, that can be arranged.  But as
                    far as your offer, we'll have to
                    talk about it more.

                              JAMES
                    I'm...Sorry... I need to use the
                    bathroom.

          James gets up and walks off.  Douglas and Ashley take
          notice.

                              DOUGLAS
                    If you don't take it the wrong way,
                    I'd say that he's acting as crazy
                    as the rest of his family.

                              ASHLEY
                    It's been a long day

                              DOUGLAS
                    I'm sure it has.

                              ASHLEY
                    Please, Excuse me.

          Douglas nods as Ashley gets up and goes after James.
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